
1983 Lamborghini Countach 5000 S
“DLA12593”

- Originaly finished in Blu Acapulco over Champagne interior
- 1 of only 2 5000 S Examples delivered to the U.S.A. in this color

The Timeline

1983
- Consignment date of DLA12593 (7/13/1983)
- Car delivered to Rarewala Enterprises of California for Federalization

1984
- Payton breaks the NFL rushing record (10/7/1984)
- Payton is given a Blu Acupulco Lamborghini Countach 5000 S

by his sponsor KangaROOS shoes shortly after breaking the record

The information contained here was compiled with the assistance of Marcel Wallenburg of the 
Lamborghini Countach Register (https://www.countach-register.com/)



1984
- The first registered owner appears on the CARFAX (11/14/1984) 

with a location of Arlington Heights, Illinois, the same
 area in which Payton lives. 

The first CARFAX entry for DLA12593

Walter Payton’s home in Arlington Heights, built in 1984. 
34 W Mundhank Rd. South Barrington, Illinois

- Starting in late 1984, Payton is seen regularly around the Chicago 
area driving his dark blue (Blu Acapulco) Countch with the licence
plate “WP 34”. It is regularly parked outside some of the many 
restaurants he was a partnered in, scattered throughout the city. It is 
also regularly featured in numerous KangaROOS shoe promotional 
material with Payton proudly perched beside it.  



1987
- Wednesday, October 14, 1987 : An article is published in the 

Journal Gazette of Mattoon, Illinois, discussing Payton’s 
Countach being for sale at Lake Forest Sportscars with 
19,000 KM and an asking price of $79,000.  

- Second CARFAX entry stating title change with 19,818 KM 
in Addison, Illinois (12/15/1987)  

- DLA12593 resides in the Illinois area for another 2 years till 
07/25/1989 when it shows up in Texas with the kilometers having
been converted to miles on the title and showing 15,250 miles  

1989



Additional Supporting Evidence
During his ownership, Payton had aftermarket speakers installed in 

the door, which are visible in one of the iconic KangaRoos shoe posters, 
with the driver-side door up and Payton perched on the sill. These same

custom and unique speakers still remained in the doors when the car later
shows up in Germany, still wearing its original Champagne interior prior to

its restoration.

The presence of these unique door speakers in the car prior to 
restoration appears to be one of the strongest indicators that “DLA12593”

is indeed the Payton Countach, so much so, that Marcel Wallenburg of the 
Lamborghini Countach Register, feels confident enough to state it as so. 



It should be noted that as we stated there were 2 5000 S examples 
delivered to the U.S.A. in Blu Acapulco, this car “DLA12593”, and “FLA12778”. 

The second car, “FLA12778”, was recently up for sale as well and during
that time it to was investigated as possibly being the Payton car. That car left 
 the factory on December 17, 1984, likely meaning that by the time it shipped

and was federalized etc. it would have been too late to be the Payton Countach
since he received his in late 1984. Mr. Wallenbrug has also confirmed these 

sentiments as well. 

During the restoration process, the U.S. specification side reflectors 
were filled in. This change can be viewed by looking at the 
inside of the quarter panel from the trunk area and while it 

does not detract from the current state of the car, it does provide evidence 
that in the past this was a U.S. specification car. 

We would like to thank Mr. Marcel Wallenburg of the Lamborghini Countach
Registry (https://www.countach-register.com/) for his help in researching this car. 

Without his efforts much of this information would not have come to light. 

Additional Supporting Evidence


